for Litigators

A Unique Value
Bloomberg Law® offers authoritative litigation solutions that save time and effort and provide an in-depth understanding
of legal issues and trends. Combining the latest technology with primary and secondary sources, including Practical
Guidance, news, and business and market intelligence, Bloomberg Law strengthens your litigation practice through
continuous investment and innovation to meet your evolving needs.

Access – Content – Innovation
Our unified platform with single sign-on provides a
unique competitive advantage, including seamless
navigation to all of Bloomberg Law’s content
and practice tools. Organization of practice area
content by practice center – and litigation content
in the Litigation Intelligence Center – provides an
intelligent, intuitive design and ensures ease of
access to the content and tools you need.
A Bloomberg Law subscription also includes
unrestricted usage. You can use as much of our
content for as long as you wish, including state and

federal dockets; Litigation Practical Guidance; more than 13 million
court opinions with BCiteSM, our proprietary citator; Bloomberg
Law news products; domestic and international Bloomberg news
sources; Bloomberg Law Analysis; and hundreds of treatises.
Our commitment to continuous innovation means Bloomberg Law
will improve over time at no additional cost to you. Enhancements
benefiting litigators – such as Points of Law, Litigation Analytics,
Brief Analyzer, Docket Key®, and Smart Code® – use the latest datadriven technology, including artificial intelligence (AI), to deliver
timesaving tools. And there’s much more to come.

Research
Litigation Intelligence Center

Highlights include:

The Litigation Intelligence Center on Bloomberg
Law combines our market-leading dockets with
primary sources, Litigation Practical Guidance, news,
and practice tools in one easy-to-access location. It
provides expedited access to everything you’ll need
for daily litigation tasks and eliminates the need to
navigate multiple landing pages and search portals.

• Complete Bloomberg Law Dockets coverage with full
search, track, and alert functionality
• Practical Guidance on Core Litigation Skills, Lawyer
Development, Initiating & Responding to Litigation, Contract
Causes of Actions & Defenses, Virtual Litigation Issues, and
additional topical Practical Guidance
• Comprehensive primary and secondary sources
• Select Bloomberg Law news products
• Technology-driven litigation tools such as Litigation Analytics,
Brief Analyzer, Docket Key, Smart Code, and Points of Law
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Litigation Resources
State litigation resources are available via a map
on the Litigation Intelligence Center homepage
- simply select the state of interest. Access
state and federal litigation resources such as
statutes, rules, ethics resources, State Statutes
of Limitations and Choice of Law tools, and
additional content.
The Litigation Resources page provides expedited
access to key content sets such as Practical Guidance,
treatises, reference libraries, primary sources, tools,
and news.

Litigation Practical Guidance
Bloomberg Law’s Litigation Practical Guidance,
available from the Litigation Intelligence Center, and
the Litigation Resources page, includes overviews,
checklists, and sample forms and filings that walk
you through the legal and logistical issues related to
litigation, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiating litigation
Injunctions and TROs
Responsive pleadings and motions
Threshold issues and defenses
Default judgments and sanctions

Bloomberg Law’s Litigation Practical Guidance also includes:
• Core Litigation Skills Toolkit, dedicated to tasks such as
research, writing, and document review
• Lawyer Development Toolkit, focused on the skills
essential to attorneys’ long-term success such as project
and time management, and maintaining client relations
• Litigation Finance, helping you navigate this complex and
growing industry; coverage includes litigation finance
industry basics, funding terms and structures, legal ethics,
client types, and more
• Contract Actions and Defenses Practical Guidance,
which explains different contract-based causes of action,
addressing the demand for state-specific precedent
through Points of Law references and curated court
opinion searches – including coverage of UCC Article 2
• Virtual Litigation Practical Guidance, responding to the
new remote reality of post-Covid litigation practice,
including coverage of preparing for, and conducting,
various virtual proceedings
The addition of Related Content as part of our Practical
Guidance offering helps you quickly find Practical
Guidance, research tools, laws, rules and regulations,
reference materials, and other practice coverage related
to the issue under consideration.
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Comprehensive Secondary Sources
Bloomberg Law includes a robust collection of
litigation treatises, including titles published by
Bloomberg BNA and third-party publishers such
as the ABA. Access to our complete, topically
organized litigation reference library is available
from the Litigation Intelligence Center and
Litigation Resources page.

Legal Ethics & Professional
Responsibility
The Legal Ethics & Professional Responsibility
Practice Center is a one-stop resource that
includes the ABA/Bloomberg Law Lawyers’
Manual on Professional Conduct; authoritative
guidance on professional responsibility law and
malpractice, including in-depth analysis of ethics
requirements; full text of ABA ethics opinions;
ABA Model Rules; summaries of ethics opinions
for more than 60 state and local jurisdictions;
and the latest news and analysis of issues in the
field of legal ethics.

Additional Litigation Resources
A number of our 16 practice centers – Antitrust, Benefits
& Executive Compensation, Corporate, Patents & Trade
Secrets, Securities, and Trademarks & Copyrights – include
distinct landing pages organizing practice area litigation
coverage. Litigation tools such as the Labor Arbitration
Awards TrackerSM and the Hatch-Waxman Litigation Tracker
appear prominently on the Labor & Employment and
Patents & Trade Secrets practice centers, respectively.

Many of our practice centers also include In Focus
pages combining legal analysis, news, primary
sources, business information, analytics, and
special features for a detailed topical overview
of issues transforming the market. Example
topics include Gender Identity Discrimination,
ERISA Litigation, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,
Litigation Finance, and Opioid Litigation.
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Comprehensive Primary Law;
Timesaving Tools
On Bloomberg Law, you have unlimited access to
comprehensive federal and state primary resources,
including case law, codes, rules, regulations,
legislative materials, and dockets.

BCite
Bloomberg Law’s continuously updated database
of more than 13 million published and unpublished
opinions includes BCite, our proprietary system of
citation. A combination of human intelligence and
automation contributes to the quality and efficiency of
this timesaving tool. Find out if your case is still good
law and understand the opinion in broader context
with a richness of detail.
Each court opinion provides a right rail link to BCite
analysis with quick links to Direct History (opinions
that affect or are affected by the outcome of the
case at issue); Case Analysis (citing cases, with
filter and search options); Table of Authorities (prior
opinions cited by the case at hand, with filter and
search options); and Citing Documents (dockets, court
orders, news, and books and treatises, and other
documents citing the case at issue).
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Points of Law
Take your case law research to another level with Points
of Law, our award-winning research tool leveraging
machine learning, AI technologies, and data visualization
to shorten research time by isolating the language
essential to a court’s reasoning.
Bloomberg Law supports a keyword search of the
database, providing seamless navigation to relevant
jurisdiction-specific Points of Law and citing cases. By
enabling you to quickly and easily determine which
cases are the most cited, most relevant, or most recent,
the Points of Law search reduces the possibility that an
important case will be missed.
While in a case, simply click on the Points of Law icon
located on the right rail of the court opinion. The Points
of Law list displays the Points of Law that appear in a
court opinion in a convenient, condensed view. From this
list, you can easily scan all of the Points of Law related to
the opinion and then quickly link to a particular Point of
Law in the opinion.

Points of Law also allows you to run customized searches over
court opinions that cite a specific Point of Law. By selecting the
Citing Opinions radio button and executing a keyword search,
your keywords will be highlighted in the new, filtered search.
Bloomberg Law’s Points of Law Citation Map combines
data analytics and visualization to present an at-a-glance,
graphical view of a Point of Law, the leading case for the
Point of Law, and the citing cases over a period of time.
For the Point of Law at issue, Citation Map differentiates
between federal and state citing cases, and indicates the
relative importance of each citing decision to the leading
case. In addition, the Related Points of Law button generates
a list of Points of Law that are frequently cited by courts that
reference your instant Point of Law.

Smart Code
For research of state and federal codes, rules, and regulations,
Smart Code applies machine learning to citing cases to identify
extracts of court opinions that reference a particular code, rule,
or regulation. Smart Code is an improvement on annotated
codes, ranking each extract’s discussion of the code as strong,
moderate, or weak based on an algorithm examining indicators of
a substantive legal discussion. It also offers the ability to search by
keyword and to filter by date, jurisdiction, and legal topic.
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Dockets
Bloomberg Law Dockets provides direct access to
docket filings so you can easily find the material you
need for your cases. You can quickly search, track, and
set alerts. Opinions contain links to underlying dockets
so you can expand your research in a time-effective way.
The Dockets Search template is available from the
Bloomberg Law homepage and from the Litigation
Intelligence Center.
Dockets coverage is comprehensive. It encompasses
all federal district and circuit courts, including
bankruptcy courts, and dockets for more than
1,100 state courts, including the Delaware Court
of Chancery, New York County Supreme Court,
Los Angeles Superior Court, and the Cook County
Circuit Court.
Bloomberg Law’s alerts are delivered rapidly, with
dockets from many U.S. District Courts collected
every 10 minutes and from the Delaware Court of
Chancery every hour. Complaints are automatically
attached in over 200 courts so these alerts are
immediate and can be precisely targeted to the
keywords in the document.
Our Dockets Search form drastically reduces the number
of clicks it takes to input a search and streamlines the
docket search experience. You can easily craft searches
using template fields such as court, party, and keyword,
and you can execute a keyword search across both
filings and docket sheets or docket sheets only.

Docket Key
Bloomberg Law’s proprietary docket filing classification
system – Docket Key – eliminates the challenges and time
it takes to locate items within dockets. Including filings
from civil cases in all federal district courts, the system
uses a machine learning technique to pinpoint the type
of filing you are looking for, such as briefs, motions,
orders, and complaints – 20 filing types in all. Now it
takes only a few clicks to find the right brief and other
exemplar documents for drafting.
Docket Key is featured prominently in the Docket
Search template and as a link on the Litigation
Intelligence Center in the Find a Court Filing tile.
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Develop Litigation Strategy;
Stay Ahead of the Competition
Litigation Analytics
Bloomberg Law’s Litigation Analytics enables you to visualize
litigation trends, predict outcomes, advise clients, and
improve overall litigation strategy. Relying on Bloomberg’s
business and financial information as well as Bloomberg
Law’s dockets and opinions, Litigation Analytics organizes
searches by company, law firm, attorney, court, and judge.
Company Search allows you to search across more than
3.5 million public and private companies. You can sort
by law firm, case type, date range, litigation history,
and jurisdiction. Filter out subsidiaries, link to company
profiles, and view a company’s organizational hierarchy.
Learn more about your clients and potential clients, see
which law firms they’re hiring for the practice areas you
support, and find peer companies to your current clients.
Law Firm Search analyzes more than 7,000 law firms
and the companies they represent in federal court.
See the entirety of a law firm’s case portfolio and sort
by company, case type, date range, litigation history,
and jurisdiction. Rely on Attorney Analytics to conduct
competitive research on opposing counsel. Find data on
over 100,000 attorneys at more than 775 law firms. Our
product integrates Attorney Analytics with corporate
representation data for over 70,000 public and 3.5 million
private companies and Judge Analytics.
Court Analytics, applicable to all federal district courts,
provides aggregate motion and appeal outcome rates and
aggregate length of case statistics, with a comparison option
between jurisdictions and filtering by company, law firm, and
attorney appearances. Court Analytics provides strategic
insights into venue selection and the jurisdictional history of
law firms, attorneys, and companies.

With Judge Search you can search across all sitting federal
district court judges. Gain deeper insights from the judge’s
profile, historical work and current cases, cited opinions,
decisions by motion outcomes, appeals outcomes, length
of case, appearances, and case type.

Brief Analyzer
Brief Analyzer drastically reduces the time spent analyzing a
legal brief, identifying relevant authorities, and preparing a
credible response.
Simply upload a brief in PDF or Word format to the Brief Analyzer
tool. In minutes, Brief Analyzer will generate a detailed report
with the brief and analysis in side-by-side format. Cases, laws,
and Points of Law cited in the brief are a click away, allowing you
to easily review the materials and take advantage of Bloomberg
Law’s proprietary litigation technology. Find suggested content
for review and reasons for the suggestions. Link seamlessly to
additional resources and tools on Bloomberg Law.
The Brief Analyzer tool is available from the Bloomberg Law
homepage and the Litigation Intelligence Center, and from
Docket Key search results for briefs.
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Trackers and Analytics

Enforcement Analytics

Bloomberg Law’s Trackers keep you abreast of
legislative, regulatory, and litigation developments
affecting critical components of general litigation,
corporate, securities, health, labor and employment, and
other practice areas. Many include alerting functionality.
They are designed to help you mitigate litigation risks
and sanctions, inform litigation defense or settlement,
navigate the regulatory landscape, provide business
insights, and stay ahead of trends affecting your areas
of practice. An Analytics component turns this in-depth
analysis into graphical snapshots that, at a glance, tell a
compelling story around topics of critical importance.

Enforcement Analytics is an analytics and data
visualization tool providing key insights into regulatory
enforcement trends and outcomes. It enables
practitioners and organizations to deploy the most
effective corporate compliance strategies and policies,
mitigate risk and exposure, and stay on top of practicechanging trends.
Bloomberg Law offers Health Care Fraud Analytics,
providing easy access to the full text of health care fraud
settlement agreements with case summaries, dockets,
and other relevant documents; and SEC Enforcement
Analytics, providing two tools: SEC Admin Enforcement
Analytics (including orders and other relevant documents)
and SEC ALJ Enforcement Analytics (including decisions
and other relevant documents).
This easy-to-use tool organizes key information in an
easily digestible layout that lets you search and filter by
allegation, court, entity type, and other key metrics. It
also provides customizable graphical displays of trends
in enforcement activity and outcomes.
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Bloomberg Law News
In addition to a tradition of award-winning,
editorial excellence, Bloomberg Law
News offers:
• Real-time updates
• Personalized news feed based on your reading
history
• Customized news alerts, with filters for topics,
courts, agencies, keywords, and more
• Bloomberg Law Insights – thought
leadership by expert practitioners on
emerging issues
Bloomberg Law continues to add to its news
coverage. Recent news channel additions include
Cannabis, Coronavirus, Immigration, Insurance,
and Litigation, among others.
Bloomberg Law also provides regular newsletters,
with updates as needed, for each news channel.

Bloomberg Law Analysis
Bloomberg Law analysts leverage the latest data
and technology to deliver expert perspectives on
the legal market to the legal market.
Our experienced legal analysts identify
significant trends and developments across
the legal ecosystem to provide data-driven,
actionable intelligence for your practice, your
company, and your industry
Our litigation analysts identify trends in
developing arenas such as litigation finance
and privacy litigation, while also staying abreast
of changes in more traditional areas such as
employment and antitrust litigation.

ALM News, Verdicts, Profiles
Bloomberg Law now offers ALM content, including:
• The latest stories and archived collections from
ALM Media brands such as American Lawyer,
New York Law Journal, and Texas Lawyer
• Case reports for more than 200,000 state
and federal verdicts
• More than 4,000 judicial profiles
• More than 12,000 profiles of expert witnesses
and other litigation support professionals
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For more information on
Bloomberg Law, contact
your account representative
or our 24/7 Help Desk at
888.560.2529
blawhelp@bna.com
pro.bloomberglaw.com
#BloombergLaw
@BloombergLaw
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